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Collection Scope and Content Summary
The Norman Weinberger papers contain administrative files on the departments and school; publications by Weinberger; his speeches and talks at various conferences and early teaching material. Dates of contents are approximately 1964-2010.

box accn2016-037
001  Box 1 1964-2010
   Series Scope and Content Summary
   This box contains CNLM conference notes, 1978-1986, correspondence, talks, presentations, and notes.

box accn2016-037
002  Box 2 1964-2010
   Series Scope and Content Summary
   This box contains CNLM conference notes, annual reports, and correspondence, 1990-2010, publications and reprints 1990-2005, talks and presentations.

box accn2016-037
003  Box 3 1964-2010
   Series Scope and Content Summary
   This box contains notes and correspondence relating to the School of Biological Sciences, Department of Psychobiology, Neuroscience curriculum, graduate student admissions, and communications with other UC Irvine departments.
Box 4 1964-2010

Series Scope and Content Summary
This box contains Graduate Core Committee notes and correspondence, 2001, OC Fair exhibit notes and correspondence, 2005, research and teaching notes.